
Orange Lake Public Meeting 
December 4, 2014 

Grand Lake RV and Gold Resort 
Attendees: 64 general public, 10 FWC, 1 DEP, 1 Marion County 

 
Questions 

 
Q1. Are presentation slides available online? 
Ryan Hamm (RH): All information and slides/maps will be posted on Orangecreekbasin.wordpress.com 
site. 
 
Q2. Mark from McIntosh Fish Camp. Will mobile tussocks be chopped when opening up the tower trail?  
Patrick McCord (PM): Intent is to cut everything that is preventing access right now, but will depend on 
conditions, and if it is feasible. 
 
Q3. Why isn’t Heagy Bury a priority 1 access? 
PM: Really not feasible with the amount of material and scale of the tussocks in area. Need to have a 
better plan to keep it open long term. It is a priority for long term but not for the interim plan FY14/15. 
 
Q4. Twin lakes fish camp. Is any money available to continue work on Little Lochloosa to continue access 
to Cross Creek? 
PM: Have permits and will have to look at conditions to see if feasible. Keep calling about access issues. 
 
Q5. Judy Etzler, lives on Mike’s Fish Camp road. She has noticed a lot more fishermen lately and is 
concerned about parking and fees. 
PM: Charges are up to property owners but FWC considers ramps to be public access if fees are nominal 
and access is not restricted.  
 
Q6. Glen Beck, lives Mike’s Fish Camp road. Very limited parking at Mike’s and sees possible future 
problems. Have you looked into the possibility of leasing land for parking? 
PM: Have not looked into leasing land for parking, but will bring it up for discussion if issue arises  
 
Q7. Jim Stevens (Cross Creek). Question on grassy point habitat project. Are you going to open up 
habitat by shredding or removal? 
PM: Habitat improvement for bird rookeries but deep marsh will make more appealing for a lot of 
others species. Plan is to shred around islands to open up habitat to deep marsh. 
 
Mr. Stevens stated that this project was a good addition to the habitat management plan on Orange. 
 
Q8. Bob Knight. Questioned cost feasibility slide and numbers. What are you planning to treat acreage 
wise and what method?  He likes the idea of mechanical methods and is opposed to herbicide 
applications. 
PM: It’s not actually planned treatment number but just showing the amounts of work that can be 
achieved with current budget and footprint. No herbicide application planned in interim proposal but 
will spray for maintenance activities or invasive control.  
Bruce Jaggers (BJ): Herbicide workshop will be scheduled in future to address herbicide concerns and 
provide information on how herbicides are used, environmental fate and other information. 
 



Q9. Orange lake is really bad, why are there so many tussocks? 
PM: Many things contribute to the amount of tussocks, organic material, severity and magnitude of 
droughts, lack of tropical storm events, etc. 
BJ Future Hydrology/Geology Workshop will help to explain why Orange Lake functions like it does. 
 
Q10. Jerry Wetherington. Exotic/invasive trees showing up all over (ie. Chinese tallow and willow). Is the 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) looking to control the exotic/invasive trees? 
PM: No specific projects at the time. Woody vegetation can expand in certain conditions, and herbicides 
are effective on woody vegetation control if conditions are right. Recent work on Paynes Prairie has 
shown the effectiveness of herbicide control of woody materials under the right conditions.  
BJ: In 2011, ~ 15,000 tallow trees were treated (Cross Creek/Orange Lake) while under dry conditions 
and contractors were able to access target areas. 
 
Q11. Judy Greenberg. Question about cost feasibility and return on investment. Which of those methods 
have longer return on investment? What is the duration of desired result after treatments? Do we 
incorporate it into decisions? Are methods planned for interim plan the best to achieve long-term 
results? 
PM: It all depends on the conditions and growth of species. Woody vegetation can be controlled under 
dry periods but can also come back after extended dry conditions. Cost is for onetime treatment and 
does not include maintenance. All methods have the same results when comparing apples to apples. 
Tough to know the long-term results when the system changes dramatically. 
Matt Phillips (MH): Herbicide is not an effective management activity during winter months. 
 
Q12. Mark Caldwell, McIntosh Fish Camp. Has the budget been increased for the lake? What about 
funds to address the long-term goals for lake? 
PM: The Invasive Plant Management Subsection (IPM) is trying to increase budget for Orange Lake and 
The Aquatic Habitat Restoration and Enhancement Subsection (AHRES) is project specific. Perfect world 
money would be available to do management under different lake conditions. Need to come up with a 
way to agree on acceptable management practices so different activities can be started given different 
lake conditions (i.e. drought in a future year). 
BJ: AHRES has a funding application process and has to be reviewed (funding may or may not be 
approved).  Project proposals compete with other projects around the state. 
Allen Martin (AM): Projects with stakeholder involvement and support have a better chance for 
acceptance and ultimate funding. 
 
Q13. Cliff Harris. Concerned about fiscal year and wondering about missing the window for big projects?  
PM: Nothing has been missed because future projects will involve the stakeholder process. Need to get 
projects vetted through group and find common ground so acceptable projects can be proposed.  
AM: Interim plan is thru FY14/15, long-term plan is not for current FY but will help provide guidelines on 
what can be done under different conditions and will tie into the community working groups.  
 
Q14. Instead of opening up and letting wind blow tussocks back in, need to use all funding to remove all 
material. Work nonstop until everything is removed! 
RH: Not feasible due to fiscal and permit constraints. Also not all people want all tussocks removed.  
 
Q15. Judy Etzler is interested in being in stakeholders groups, how to contact and keep her informed. 



AM: Everyone is invited, and we want everyone to stay involved in workgroups. Put your contact 
information on sign in sheet. Keep checking the WordPress site.  We are working on getting facilitator 
and the logistics to keep everyone informed. 
 
Q16. Pat Manrose. Very informative meeting and who does the fish stocking? 
AM: FWC stocks fish when lake dries out and fish population decline. Orange Lake was stocked with 
110,000 advance fingerling bass. No plans for future stockings. 
 
Q17. Sam Barker. Concerned about the access issue. Put something in place (rope floats) that can keep 
the tussocks from blocking access. Are there heavy or light tussocks in proximity of Cross Creek? 
MP: Intent on Priority 1 access is to keep one access point open at all time. Large tussock can roll right 
over floats. 
PM: Rope float system will have to be big with pilings and might cause problems with permits and future 
work in the area. 
 
Q18. Bill Halbeck. North end has been taken over by woody vegetation. Questions about burning to 
control woody vegetation and cost feasibility for control burning? Minimal environmental impact from 
burning.  Are there any issues beside safety to get some burning done? Interim with winter seems like a 
nice time to try controlled burn. 
PM: Safety is biggest issue and also concerns regarding burning deep marsh habitats. We want to open 
up conversations with St. Johns River Water Management District (SJRWMD) and Forest Service (FS) to 
get them involved in the process and need to see if conditions can warrant prescribed fire. Going to get 
FS staff on the lake to look at conditions and see if prescribed fire is feasible. Dialogue has been started. 
 
Q19. Debbie Segal, Alachua Audubon. Stated Paynes Prairie does a lot of wetland burning and should 
contact Andi Christman. Why did you choose mechanical shredding for the bird islands?  Timing might 
disturb nesting season for wading birds. Any follow up (monitoring) planned on the nesting habitat 
improvements? 
PM: Paynes Prairie staff is involved with the working group. Timing is important for the mechanical work 
and will try to get out of there by late Feb and before nesting season to avoid disturbance of birds. No 
written monitoring plan or project but will be monitored on an informal basis (e.g. are birds nesting on 
the sites?).  
 
Q20. Has there been any progress or updates on the removal of the US301 weir? 
AM: Nothing in the near future, lots of issues and no progress has been made.  
RH: Long-term project but trying to get things moving but not under FWC direct charge.  
AM: Hydrology/Geology will be a workshop that might discuss some of these issues more, but no set 
dates or timelines. 
 
Q21. Stephanie Nagid. Alachua and Marion County Audubon should work with FWC for monitoring 
nesting on rookery islands after management, could be a good project for collaborations. What is the 
acreage of the Essen Run harvesting project? 
PM: Roughly about 15 acres for that harvesting project.  
 

Comments 
 
Cliff Harris: Should just stake the tussocks in place. The tussocks can be held in place with very little 
effort. 



 
Judy Etzler: When lake was dry and we had a peat fire her curtains smelled. Need to be concerned with 
fire and people’s homes and sensitivities from smoke, if considering prescribed fire. 
 
Buford Pruitt Jr.: Previous dredging project just took muck down to muck (not mineral soils) and was no 
net gain. Spoil islands are loaded with invasive plants and would like FWC to remove of invasives from 
islands. Floating islands (Large tree islands) are historical and need to be left alone; concentrate on the 
tussocks. Many cultural resources (arrowheads) on islands when spoil was placed. New technologies 
should be used to identify cultural resources by floating over the bottom (scanner?) before any bottom 
removal work is done. 
 
 
 
  
 


